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SMALL BUSINESSES - RURAL COMMUNITIES AFFECTED BY DROUGHT 
Statement by Minister for Small Business 

MS M.M. QUIRK (Girrawheen - Minister for Small Business) [12.10 pm]:  Members will know only too 
well of the extraordinary dry seasons that have gripped parts of our state.  These conditions are now in their 
fourth year and are taking a heavy economic and social toll on our rural communities.  Small business operators 
in drought-affected areas have been hit particularly hard by downturns in their business turnover.  Small 
businesses in rural communities form the backbone for small towns.  They are often the meeting place for 
community members to not only acquire supplies but also catch up with each other.  

I place on the record my concerns with the federal government’s response to struggling drought-affected small 
businesses.  The federal government’s exceptional circumstances relief payment for small business is too 
difficult to access.  To claim the payment, applicants must demonstrate that 70 per cent or more of their normal 
total business turnover is from the provision of goods and services for farming activities in declared exceptional 
circumstances areas.  The challenge for non-farm small businesses in declared exceptional circumstances areas is 
to calculate what proportion of their sales was made to farm businesses.  Further to the weight of this 
bureaucratic requirement, local business owners also face a complex and prohibitive assets test.  There are 
approximately 500 small businesses within the drought-affected areas that are in need of assistance.  The federal 
government has provided only $2 000 in total assistance to affected small businesses through its relief payment 
program.  The federal minister recently advised me that $13.49 million had been provided in assistance to small 
businesses in New South Wales, $2.13 million in Queensland and $6.36 million in Victoria.  

Today the Premier announced a $9.3 million drought assistance package for rural communities.  This package 
includes $200 000 to help small businesses in drought-affected areas.  Financial assistance of up to $500 will be 
available to small business operators to undertake a financial position assessment and mini-diagnostic on their 
business - an analysis aimed at developing options for ongoing viability and improvement.  Free advice and 
information to small businesses on planning, management, business improvement and the regulatory 
environment will also continue to be provided through the Small Business Development Corporation and the 
small business centre network.  The Carpenter government’s drought assistance package provides real support 
and assistance to our struggling rural communities, unlike the federal government’s empty gestures.  
 


